The New TRRS ONE 2022 has been renewed and acquires the configuration of the most evolved engine of the brand.
The performance of the “Engine Revolution” engine, the most advanced technology and specifications, all at an incredible
price.
It has it all, agility, character, performance and reliability, the new TRRS ONE misses nothing!
The ONE has evolved to an extraordinary level in terms of style and detail.
Conceived for fun, designed to enjoy Trial, it becomes a reference bike for its character and possibilities.
An ideal motorcycle, an easy, comfortable and effective driving, for any trial rider wishing to reach anywhere.
So lets explain the reasons and improvements that make the model ONE such a popular and special motorcycle.
Kick start: 300 - 280 - 250 - 125 cc.
Electric start: 300 - 280 - 250 cc.

INTEGRAL PART

New: 250-280-300 cc.
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Natural anodized frame. Dimensional improvements. Improves assembly and tensions.
Frame side protectors. Protects frame from falls and improves lateral grip for the boots.
Sprocket 40z with closed holes. FIM standard.
Chain tensioner, red anodized.
Reinforced side stand.
Black anodized front mudguard holder.
Improved filter box drainage.
New reinforced link and rocker link.
Lightened engine support. Improves assembly and reduces vibrations.
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Improved fixing and robustness of the exhaust pipe.
Forged front exhaust bracket.
Improved fixation on the chain guide.
Wheels. White hub.
Thermoformed rear brake tank hose.

Nuevo: 125cc.
1. New secondary transmission. 8z pinion and 45z sprocket (closed holes. FIM standard). Improves torque at low revs and
reduces sprocket size reducing the risk of impacts.
2. Natural anodized frame. Dimensional improvements. Improves assembly and tensions.
3. Frame side protectors. Protects the frame from falls and improves lateral grip for boots.
4. Chain tensioner, red anodized.
5. Reinforced side stand.
6. Black anodized front mudguard holder.
7. Improved filter box drainage.
8. New reinforced link and rocker link.
9. Lightened engine support. Improves assembly and reduces vibrations.
10. Improved fixing and robustness of the exhaust pipe.
11. Forged front exhaust bracket.
12. Improved fixation on the chain guide.
13. Wheels. White hub.
14. Thermoformed rear brake tank hose.
15. Front fork support anodized black.

ENGINE
Nuevo: 250-280-300cc
It uses the platform of the well-known engine "engine revolution":
• “Engine revolution” kick start system.
• “Engine revolution” shifting system.
• Low compressed cylinder head, yellow anodized. Makes it easier when riding and smooths the engine response.
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